**pronomi interrogativi 37.2**

Sort the given elements out to make sentences

- **es** to/here/I/are/Judy/and/study
  
  Judy and I are here to study

- **2** a/there/in/photo/isn't/house/the/?

- **3** is/where/Robert/now/? - at/is/he/work

- **4** There/your/classroom/is /table/in/a/?

- **5** fool/for/Italian/is/what/the/?

- **6** are/the/children/in/who/picture/the?

**Soluzioni:**

(1) Judy and I are here to study (2) Isn't there a house in the photo? (3) Where is Robert now? He is at work (4) Is there a table in your classroom? (5) What is the Italian for "fool"? (6) Who are the children in the picture?
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